The X-27 Multi-Purpose Clip on Thermal Sight is a breakthrough weapon sighting system. Currently fielded by US Armed Forces, the X-27 is battle proven. No other system combines the range performance of the X-27 with the versatility of being able to use the device as a clip on / stand alone weapon sight or as a handheld unit. The high resolution thermal sensor provides crisp thermal imaging and the easy to use on screen menus let you make adjustments to the image while in the field.
The X-27 features 2x thermal zoom combined with 4x optical zoom for medium to long range target acquisition. When used as a clip on the X-27 mounts to the rail in front of your day scope of choice negating the need to zero the weapon between day and night use. As a dedicated weapon sight the X-27 has internal electronic reticules with windage and elevation adjustments.

Shown in clip on configuration

Specifications...

- **Sensor**
  320x240 uncooled next generation microbolometer

- **Objective**
  Zoom Magnification - 1x, 2x
  Field Of View - 12°

- **Eyepiece**
  1"-12" Eye Relief sealed optics

- **Size**
  6.9" L x 2.7" W x 3.3" H

- **Weight**
  1.5lbs, batteries installed

- **Operating Temperature**
  -32F to +140F

- **Recognition Range**
  700M for moving, tactically deployed, man size target

- **Recognition Range**
  Less than 5 seconds

- **Electrical**
  CR123 batteries

- **Operating Time** ~ 8 hours continuous operation

**INCLUDED**
- X-27 Unit
- Hard Protective Case
- 8 CR123 batteries
- Lens Cover
- Lens Cleaning Cloth
- Rubber Eyecup
- Rubber Scope Boot
- Picatinny rail mount quick release
- Operator’s Manual
- 1 Year Warranty

**OPTIONAL**
- Video Cable
- Extended Warranty